This study presents the Yeast Promoter Atlas (YPA,
INTRODUCTION
Transcriptional regulation enables a cell to precisely control the temporal and spatial patterns of gene expression in response to physiological or environmental stimuli.
The transcription starts from the transcription start site (TSS) and produces a transcript consisting of the 5 0 -untranslated region (5 0 -UTR), the coding sequence and the 3 0 -untranslated region (3 0 -UTR). In eukaryotes, transcriptional regulation is accomplished by multiple regulatory mechanisms. First, RNA polymerase II must bind to the promoter with the help of TATA binding proteins, which recognize a class of DNA sequences called TATA box, to initialize the transcription. Second, transcription factors (TFs) can modulate the transcription rate. Through binding to specific DNA sequence motifs called transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) in the promoter, TFs can stabilize or block the binding of RNA polymerase II to the promoter to increase or decrease the transcription rate, respectively. Third, the accessibility of TFBSs to TFs is influenced by the nucleosome positioning. TFBSs occupied by nucleosomes are usually non-functional, presumably because they are not accessible to TFs.
The characteristics of a promoter related to these regulatory mechanisms, such as the presence/absence of TATA box, are named 'promoter features' in this study. Most promoter features have been shown in yeast to be correlated with each other. For example, TFBSs are found to be enriched in the region of 100-200 bp upstream from the TSS (1). In TATA box-less promoters, such TFBS-enriched region is shown to favor nucleosome-depleted and rigid DNA regions in the promoter (2-4). Tirosh and Barkai (3) also observed that the presence/absence of nucleosomes in the proximity of TSS influences the transcriptional plasticity-the capacity to modulate gene expression upon changing conditions.
The complicated connections among different promoter features emerge an immediate need to construct a promoter database that integrates comprehensive promoter features to help biologists study transcriptional regulation. Many promoter features in Saccharomyces cerevisiae have been extensively studied. However, these valuable resources were scattered over literature, supplementary data and even authors' personal homepages. 
DATA COLLECTION
Our database collects nine kinds of promoter features from six databases and five articles. First, the DNA sequences of the yeast genome were downloaded from the SGD database (12) . Second, the genomic locations of the start and stop codons of 6603 genes and the TSSs, 5 0 -UTRs and 3 0 -UTRs of 4560 genes were retrieved from Nagalakshmi et al.'s work (13) . Third, the genomic locations of 2983 TATA boxes in the promoters of 2115 genes were retrieved from Basehoar et al.'s work (4). The fourth promoter feature is the genomic locations of TFBSs of 164 TFs collected from five sources. The first source is the article of MacIsaac et al. (14) , which used PhyloCon and Converge algorithms to predict TFBSs of 112 TFs. The second source is the MYBS database (10), which collected TFBSs of 72 TFs from 11 TFBS databases. The third source is the SwissRegulon database (9), which used Phylogibbs algorithm to predict TFBSs of 79 TFs. The fourth and fifth sources are the YEASTRACT (8) and SCPD databases (6), which collected experimentally verified TFBSs of 102 and 27 TFs, respectively. These TFBSs were obtained from published footprinting or ChIP experiments (6, 8) .
Fifth, the nucleosome occupancy at every base pair in the yeast genome was retrieved from Kaplan et al.'s work (15) . The nucleosome occupancy at every base pair is calculated as the log-ratio between the number of reads that cover that base pair and the average number of reads per base pair. Sixth, the bending propensity of each tri-nucleotide was retrieved from Brukner et al.'s work (16) . They used the DNase I digestion to estimate the bending propensity. Seventh, the binding evidences of 25 180 TF-promoter pairs based on band-shift, footprinting or ChIP assays in literature were retrieved from the YEASTRACT database (8) . It can tell us whether a specific TF can bind to a target promoter. Eighth, the regulation evidences of 19 090 TF-gene pairs based on TF knockout assays in literature were retrieved from the YEASTRACT database (8) . It can tell us whether the expression of a target gene would change significantly in response to a specific TF knockout. Finally, 409 TF-TF physical interactions with experimental evidence were retrieved from the BioGRID database (17) .
DATA PROCESSING
In this database, the promoter region of a gene is defined as the intergenic region from the start codon of this gene to the coding region boundary of its nearest nonoverlapped upstream gene. For all regulatory elements (TFBSs and TATA boxes) located in the promoter region of a gene, we calculated their relative distances from the TSS (or the start codon if the TSS is not available). Besides, the TFBS data collected from the five sources were refined to 19 TFBS datasets under different parameter settings. In MacIsaac et al.'s article (14) , two motif discovery algorithms were used to identify the TFBSs present in the promoter regions of genes bound by the same TF (determined by the P-value of the ChIP-chip data) with a phylogenetic conservation constraint (requiring the same binding sites present in the orthologous promoter regions of phylogenetically related yeast species). Different ChIP-chip P-value thresholds and phylogenetic conservation constraints result in different TFBS datasets. In MYBS database (10), ChIP-chip P-value and phylogenetic conservation were also applied as two filters to select TFBSs. Therefore, by using two ChIP-chip P-values (0.001 and 0.005) and three phylogenetic conservation constraints (conserved in one, two and three yeast species), YPA generates 12 different TFBS datasets (six from MacIsaac et al. and six from MYBS). In SwissRegulon database (9), the putative genome-wide locations of 79 TFBSs were reported with a posterior probability. Over 85 000 locations are recorded, of which approximately 57 000 have a posterior probability >0.1 and approximately 17 000 have a posterior probability >0.5. In YPA, we provide five cutoffs (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5) for the posterior probability, thus generating five different TFBS datasets. The last two TFBS data sets are those TFBSs located in the promoter regions (defined by YPA) retrieved from the YEASTRACT (8) and SCPD (6) databases, respectively.
The original data of nucleosome occupancy of each base pair is a real number (15) . YPA sets a threshold of this nucleosome occupancy to define the nucleosomeoccupied region. A base pair is said to be in a nucleosome-occupied region if its nucleosome occupancy is within the highest K% of those in the yeast genome, where K = 10-90 is chosen by users. The bending propensity reported in Brukner et al's article (16) is a table of 64 values associating with 64 tri-nucleotide tuples. We first assigned the i-th base pair a raw bendability with the propensity corresponding to the tuple of (i-1, i, i+1), the i-th base pair and its two flanking ones. This raw bendability was then smoothed with a moving average of 31 base pairs. After obtaining a real number representing the bendability at each base pair, we adopted a criterion to define the rigid DNA region similar to the definition of nucleosome-occupied region. A base pair is said to be in a rigid DNA region if its DNA bendability is within the lowest K% among of those in the yeast genome, where K = 10-90 is chosen by users.
DATABASE INTERFACE
The YPA database consists of three major views: (i) a comprehensive page displaying all information collected/ processed by YPA for a specific promoter region, (ii) an interactive genome browser providing the neighboring information of a genomic coordinate and (iii) a plain-text representation containing the corresponding information of (i) and (ii) for downloading and further manipulation. The homepage of YPA provides entry points to the three major views and to a configuration page. The users of YPA can configure all the parameters described in the 'DATA PROCESSING' section in the configuration page. Following are the descriptions of the three views.
Promoter page
Users can specify a precise gene/ORF name, e.g. RPL23A or YBL087C, or a keyword including wild card characters, e.g. RPL*, to query the database. YPA also allows users to (i) search for the genes whose promoters contain the user-specified TFBSs and (ii) search for the TFBSs that are in the promoters of the user-specified genes.
Here we use RPL23A as an example (Figure 1 ) to demonstrate the usage of the promoter page. The promoter page consists of seven areas. The first area (Figure 1a) provides the basic information, including the name, descriptions and related external links of the gene/ORF. The second area (Figure 1b ) displays the ORF organization, including the genomic locations of the coding region and, if available, of the 5 0 -UTR and 3 0 -UTR. The third area (Figure 1c ) is a map plotting the regulatory elements in the promoter region of the queried gene. The fourth area is a table (Figure 1d ) listing all the TFBSs in the promoter region of the queried gene. The information of each TFBS includes the TF name, the relative distances from the TSS or the start codon, the length of the TFBS, the number of references providing the TF binding and TF regulation evidences and the proportions of the nucleotides of the TFBS located in the rigid and nucleosome-occupied DNA regions. The fifth area (Figure 1e) shows the physical interactions between two TFs that have TFBSs in this promoter region. The sixth area (Figure 1f) lists the TATA boxes in this promoter region. The seventh area (Figure 1g) is a nucleotide-level map where users can read the sequence.
Genome browser
The second major view of YPA is an interactive genome browser. Users can specify a genomic coordinate, e.g. II:60k, to invoke the genome browser. Users can zoom in and out and scroll through the genome in the browser. After reaching a satisfactory view, a text file containing all the information of the browsed region is downloadable. This facility allows users to retrieve data containing multiple promoter regions.
Plain-text representation
YPA provides a text representation of a specific genomic range in FASTA format allowing users to download for further manipulation. The first sequence in our downloadable FASTA file is the whole sequence of the retrieved range while the remaining sequences are ORFs, TFBSs and TATA boxes within the range.
CASE STUDY
We use RPL23A (Figure 1) as an example to demonstrate the advantage of displaying various promoter features simultaneously. Figure 1c shows 44 TFBSs of 26 TFs in the promoter region of RPL23A collected in YPA. As most of these TFBSs were identified in silico, biologists have to resort to other evidence to figure out the most confidential ones to perform further analyses. Among these predicted TFBSs, the binding sites of Rap1, Fhl1 and Sfp1 are most likely to be functional. Several lines of evidence support this assertion (Table 1) . First, ChIP-chip experiments show that Rap1, Fhl1 and Sfp1 can bind to the promoter of RPL23A (Figure 1d) . Second, TF knockout microarrays show that Fhl1 and Sfp1 can regulate the expression of RPL23A (Figure 1d) . Third, most binding sites of Rap1 and Sfp1 are located in the rigid DNA region and nucleosome-free region, making these TFBSs more accessible to the TFs (Figure 1d) . Finally, affinity capture-Western experiments show that Rap1 and Fhl1 have physical interaction (Figure 1e) . Our speculation is supported by the literature. The protein product of RPL23A is a ribosomal protein and Rap1, Fhl1 and Sfp1 are three major TFs known to regulate genes that encode ribosomal proteins (12, (18) (19) (20) .
COMPARISON WITH EXISTING PRMOTER DATABASES
There have been a number of databases providing the information related to the yeast promoters. Most of them aim at collecting TFBS data. SCPD focuses on experimentally determined TFBSs (6). MYBS collects computationally and experimentally determined TFBSs for several yeast species (10) . TRANSFAC is a commercial database providing high-quality TFBSs of many organisms (5). SwissRegulon deposits TFBSs of 17 prokaryotes and three eukaroytes (9) . JASPAR database contains binding profiles derived from published collections of experimentally defined TFBSs (7) . Some databases provide auxiliary data in addition to the TFBS data. YEASTRACT collects TF-gene regulatory relations from literatures (8) . TransfactomeDB provides condition-specific regulatory information for TFBSs (11) . SGD provides the richest yeast information (12) . However, a large part of SGD information is less related to the promoter features, such as protein sequences, Compared to the databases described above, the TF binding and TF knockout expression data are only available in YEASTACT and YPA; the TF-TF interaction data are only available in SGD and YPA; while the genes' transcription boundaries and DNA bendability are only available in YPA. Furthermore, YPA's data are highly integrated. For example, when users want to know whether two TFs having TFBSs in the same promoter region have physical interaction, they only need to query YPA once, but have to query SGD several times for their genomic locations and interaction data individually. Table 2 summarizes the promoter features collected in current yeast promoter databases in the public domain. Note that this table focuses on YPA's features. It is used to demonstrate the uniqueness of YPA but not to prove that YPA is superior over other databases. By collecting the richest promoter information and providing a highly integrated platform, YPA aims to make these regulatory annotations more informative than just available. In addition, we provide a text representation that is easy for parsing and analyzing computationally. Through the friendly interface, the YPA resource will be useful for people studying transcriptional regulation both experimentally and computationally.
However, YPA has two limitations. First, YPA collects TFBSs of only 164 yeast TFs. Although this collection is more comprehensive than other existing TFBS databases, YPA does not cover all yeast TFs. The reason is that high-confidence TFBSs for the remaining TFs are still lacking. Second, all of YPA's data were collected from published resources rather than newly generated or predicted by YPA. Although the data integration in YPA may provide some knowledge, literature support or further experiments are still needed.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we present the YPA database that focuses on yeast promoters. YPA provides an easy-to-use interface for browsing the yeast genome and viewing multiple promoter features simultaneously. Researchers can retrieve the data collected from various sources with a few operations. YPA will be regularly updated based on the newest release of the related databases and from newly published literature. Furthermore, to exploit novel connections among available promoter features deserves further studies in the future.
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